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The importance of home maintenance services that help the elderly stay out

of institutions and nursing homes has been clearly established. (Butler and

Lewis, 1977; Smith, 1977) The homemaker aide programs that resulted from tne

creation cf Title XX of the Social Secruities Administration in 1975 have pro-

vided a variety of such services for the elderly across the country. The indivi-

dual homemaker aides in these programs perform such basic homemaking duties as

cleaning the client's kitchen and bathroom, doing laundry, changing bed linens,

planning meals, shopping for food and preparing meals. Additionally, these

aides may offer psychological support. In fact, providing the latter when a

client feels lonely or depressed can be of major significance since at times a

client's inability to gain strength and independence may be a result of a mental

attitude rather than a physical problem. However, it is possible the homemaker

aides in these programs may experience role conflict as a consequence of being

in the position of having to both respond directly to the demands of the clients

and also to the deivands of the overall program goals (Friedman, 1977) as speci-

fied by the official program guidelines and evaluated by the program staff.

The present study represented an attempt tc assist a large homemaker aide

program in rural Missouri to assess the human relations problems (e.g., role

conflict) that the aides in the program might be experiencing. This was done by

independently assessing and comparing the views of the clients, aides and staff

with respect to the types of problem situations they felt the aides encountered

in the program.

Method

Subjects were the entire staff (ten) of a large homIlaker aide program in

south central Missouri, a random sample of 19 aides employed by the program and

a selected sample of 27 clients serviced by the program. In the three years

since being organized, this program had grown from one aide in ore county to over
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130 aides providing homemaker services to over 700 clients in 17 rural Missouri

counties. The purpose of the program was to assist the frail elderly in light

household chores in order that they could remain independent and continue to live

at home. Funding of the program came mainly from Title XX of the Social Security

Administration. The ages for the 27 clients interviewed ranged from 58 to 90

years of age with the mean age being 78.7 years.

During the Spring and Summer months of 1980, interviews were conducted by a

trained research assistant in which clients, aides, and staff members were asked

to provide answers to 18 Likert type items which concerned situations' that might

provide conflict for the aides. Subjects were to indicate whether or not they

thought the situation described in each item was "never," "sometimes," or "always"

a difficult situation to handle for the homemaker aides on a one to five point

scale. Because replies were given orally to each question, answers were first

recorded, then coded, and finally scored according to the following scheme. If

the client did not respond, a score of zero was received. Responses of "never,"

"very rarely," "no," or "no problems," were scored with a weight of 1. "Rarely,"

"not often," and "not for much," received a weight of 2. "Sometimes" or "occasionally,"

received a weight of 3. "Frequently," "usually," "often," and "fairly frequently,"

or "fairly often, received a weight of 4. "Very frequently" or "always"

received a weight of 5.

Items for the scale came from several extensive interviews with aides and

members of the staff in which they were asked to describe frequent problems that

an aide might encounter. From these interviews, a 20 item scale was created

which was pre-tested on 120 aides. From the results of the pre-test, it was

apparent that five were poor items, in that they were not endorsed with any

regularity by the aides, and thus were dropped form the questionnaire. Three

new items were added, however, which were gleaned from comments written by the aides
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to an open ended question asking for "other problems" than those listed on the

20 item questionnaire.

Results

4

A 3 X 18 (Clients, Aides, Staff X items) analysis of variance indicated

that staff considered the problems for the aides to be significantly greater

than did the aides, and the aides significantly greater than did the clients

(F = 66.23, d.f. = 2, 53, p <.001). Moreover, some of the items constituted a

significantly (F = 29.00 d.f. = 17, 902, 2 <.001) greater problem than others.

Of greatest interest, however, was a significant Items X Clients, Aides, Staff

interaction (F = 8.44, d.f. = 34, 902, .p. <.001). This indicated that, overall,

whether or not an item was perceived as a problem depended a great deal upon

whether or not it was the staff, aides, or clients rating that item.

Table 1 shows the mean ranking of the 18 items by staff, aides, and clients

in rank order going from most important to least important. Because of the large

number of multiple comparisons made, the Tukey test, a fairly conservative range

test, was used to determine whether or not staff, aides, and clients differed

significantly 'Zrom one another on each item.

For all three groups the number one problem was "client tries to get aide

to talk about herself and other clients." Aides, however, saw this as signific-

antly less of a problem than did clients and staff. Also considered important by

all three groups were "client Lries to get aide to talk about religion and politics"

and "Doctors tell client, 'its just something you will have to live with.'"

Staff and aides both saw "client tries to get aide to accept gift" as con-

stituting a difficult situation, but clients did not. Staff considered "client

wants aide to do more than aide is supposed to do, client gets upset over unavoid-

able schedule changes, and client engages aide in inappropriate conversation

topics for a small town" as constituting difficulty for the aide, but aides and
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clients did not. Both staff and aides rated "client's forgetfulness" as being

important (staff more so than aides), but clients did not.

Overall, the remaining eight items were rated less important by all groUps.

Staff and clients thought "clients not liking to sign time sheets" constituted

a problem. Aides did not. "Aide wishing to discuss religion and politics with

client" was perceived as being a significant problem by the staff, but not by

clients. Aides were in between staff and clients. staff saw "aide

wishing to talk about herself and other clients" and "clients dislike signing a

receipt for cash form" as being significantly more important than did clients.

Aides again were in between. "Previous aide providing supplies" was considered

important by staff, next most important by clients, and least important by aides.

None of the three groups saw "clients accuse aides of being forgetful" as an

important problem.

Considered extremely unimportant by clients, but fairly important by aides

was "client's smoking is annoying" and "aides dislike having to use clients'

foodstamps." Members of the staff scored in between aides and clients on these

two items.

Discussion

The significant group x item interaction indicated that clients, aides and

staff had frequently discrepant perspectives concerning what consituted a diffi

cult situation for the aides. These differences suggest that the aide's position

is not well understood by either the aides, staff, or the clients. Follow up

tests indicated that this was indeed the case. Certain specific items were seen

by both staff and aides but not by the clients as providing difficulty for the

aides. In this regard, the clients did not see that trying to give the aide a

gift or their own forgetfulness could cause a problem situation for the aides.

This latter finding also suggests that the clients were not particularly sensitive
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About the effects of some of their behaviors in creating problems for the aides.

Other problems were seen only by the aides as providing significant difficulty,

(e.g. not 11,Ling to fill out time sheets, using food stamps for client). Finally,

the staff saw other specific situations as problematic for the aides (e.g. clients

want aide to do more than aide is supposed to do, and oiler' gets upset over

unavoidable schedule changes). Both in general, and on specific items, these

differing viewpoints between the aides, staff, and clients supports the hypothesis

that the aides most likely experience role conflict.

On the other hand, all three groups did agree that some specific items

were difficult for the aid (e.g. client tries to get aide to talk about herself and

other clients and/or religion and politics, and doctors tell clients "it is

something you have to live with"). While the three areas where significant

agreement existed among the three groups undoubtedly represent situations that

are difficult for the aides to deal with, the issues that we have isolated as

'role conflict" situations (i.e., instances where two or more of the groups involved

differ significantly from one another in their perceptions of difficulty provided

for an aide) most likely provide an even greater amount of strain for the aide.

In the former case, where concensus exists between all three groups, it is easy for

all parties concerned to know what is causing feelings of strain, to empathize,

and to know to what to attribute these feelings. In the latter case, i.e., role

conflict situations, where concensus does not exist with regard to the existence

of a difficult situation, this clearly would not be the ,;ase, and these divergent

plospectives would contribute even further to the role strain experienced by

the aide.
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In general, the staff perceived the 18 problem areas encountered by aides

as being far more important in providing conflict for the aides than did the aides,

And the aides thought them to provide more conflict than did the elderly clients.

This trend could be a result of several. factors. First, none of the items tested

came'from the clients. Only viewpoints of staff members and aides were solicited

during the initial pretest phase. This explanation would not, however, explain

why the staff scored higher than the aides. Although items included were not

based on initial interviews with clients, an attempt to get this information for

inclusion in future studies was made by asking a 19th question which specifically

asked all respondents to indicate "other problem situations". Although the staff

and aides provided many comments, only one client answered this question and with

a negative comment. This client inel .tted that she would "like a better lady.

One that knows what house cleaning is."

A second explanation for the staff being most concerned and the clients

least concerned about conflict situations for the aides might relate to "breadth

of view" of the program that the three groups possess. Staff members would have

the broadest view, aides the next most, and clients the least. Members of the staff

have contact with more that 120 aides who service over 700 clients in the program.

Aides, on the other hand, only have contact with 3 or 4 clients, and clients see

only one aide in the program. Additionally, it is likely that the three groups

would differ in level of sophistication and the ability to consider a variety

of general abstract and specific issues. Most of the staff possessed college

degrees. Aides generally had high school diplomas. Most of the clients, on

the other hand, were not high school graduates.

Conclusions

It would appear from the results of this study that aides in this program

experienced role conflict. What they saw as problem situations for themselves
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often differed markedly from what the staff and clients saw as problem situations

for them. Moreover, staff and clients often differed from one another. Thus,

it would seem important for all such service programs to consider the possibility

that such direct service workers may at times find themselves in such an uncom-

fortable situation. Even so, clients in this homemaker aide program rated all

but three of the items as being unimportant. Although role conflict exists at

times for the aides in this particular program, it does not appear to interfere

with the quality of services delivered--at Least as viewed by the program's

clients.
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Table 1

Mean Rating of 18 Items by Staff
Aides and Clients in Rank Order

Issue or Problem area STAFF AIDES CLIENTS

Client tries to get Aide to talg. about her-
self and her other clients

Client tries to get Aide to talk about re-
ligion and politics

Doctor telling client, "It's just some-
thing you have to-live with."

Client tries to get Aide to accept gift
Aide does not like toVill out time sheet
Client wants aide to do more than aide is
supposed to do

Clients are forgetful
Client gets upset with Unavoidable schedule
changes

Inappropriate conversation topics in a

small town (i.e. gossiping)

Clients do not like to sign time sheet
Aide wishes to discuss religion and politics
Aide wishes to talk about herself and other

clients
Clients accuse Aides of being forgetful
Clients dislike having to sign a receipt

for cash form

Previous aide providing cleaning supplies
.Clients not wanting to use thier food stamps
Clients smoking is annoying
Aide dislikes having to use food stamps for

client
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